
 
Let’s get Creative – Soundtect Acoustics set you Free  
 
UK based acoustic solutions manufacturer and supplier Soundtect launched 
their Freestyle® product range in 2018. This lightweight, semi-rigid sound 
absorbing panel that can used in a variety of design and interior solutions.  
As a growing trend in the acoustic sector this product is one of many on the 
market revolutionising the approach to acoustic absorption but why is it so 
popular? 
 
What makes Freestyle® so innovative is its incredible versatility - providing the 
perfect noise absorption solution in any domestic or commercial interior design 
spec.  The sheets are available in a wide range of colours and can be integrated 
as stylish wall and ceiling panels or as suspended structures to create a 
standalone feature.  The product capabilities are extensive - panels can be bold 
and vibrant and arranged to create an interesting pattern, or neutral to blend in 
and be discreet – that’s the beauty of Freestyle®. 
 
From an environmental point of view and one of Soundtect USP’s, this product is 
manufactured  from 100% polyester, 70% of which is post-consumer recycled 
material. In fact this product is a third generation recycled solution as the 
components are actually re-used from exhibition carpets which themselves were 
produced from waster plastic, something we are very proud of here and 
Soundtect. And  furthermore as a manufacturer, our clients have the peace of 
mind that they are getting the best product and price by dealing with us directly. 
 
 
 

Soundtect™ manufacture and supply highly design led acoustic treatments for 
walls and ceilings.  Providing innovative acoustic solutions for Education, Offices, 
Commercial, Hospitality, Leisure and Domestic applications. 
Using recycled materials for their panels, Soundtect™ has managed to 
camouflage acoustic function with imagination and produce panels that are 
technically admirable due to their finely tuned balance of reverberation control 
and sound absorption. 
 
 
Freestyle® is completely safe, environmentally friendly, non-toxic, non-allergenic 
and incredibly easy to maintain.   
 
 
If you’d like to learn more about the different product ranges as well as 
Freestyle® visit the website www.soundtect.com or contact a member of the 
team on 0845 548 0518 
 

 
 

http://www.soundtect.com/


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


